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Motivation● Extract meaningful aspects of discussion
● Understand the nature of discussion about

collaborative content
○ How do individuals create influence in collaboration?
○ What effect does discussion have on the content?
○ Relevant to argumentation, CSCW
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Related work

● Edits play role in shaping relationships 
between editors (Kittur and Chi, 2007)

● Talk page provides forum for deliberation, 
information sharing, policy discussion, and 
off-topic remarks (Viégas and Ham, 2007)

● Level of power impacts roles users play on 
talk pages (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Kleinberg, 2012)
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Related work

● Analyzing and understanding roles 
Wikipedia users play
○ Edit Behavior (Arazy et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2016)
○ Talk page (Ferschke et al. 2015)
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Role Modeling

● Learn latent “roles”
played by participants

● Roles operationalized
as patterns of behavior

● Capture functional
interplay between 
discourse participants
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Research Questions

● What discussion strategies are indicative of 
lasting influence in Wikipedia article edits?

● Are there specific combinations of roles that 
others take up in discussion that allow 
individual editors to be more or less 
successful?
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Dataset

● Data extracted using JWPL (Zesch and Gurevych, 2008)
● Sampled discussions from 100k articles alongside their 

edit histories from 2004 to 2014 
● Filter to discussions which have 2 or more participants 

who also edit the article within 1 week of the discussion
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Editor Success Score

● Attempt to operationalize influence of an editor’s 
contributions to an article (Priedhorsky et al. 2007)

● Define editor success score for an editor in a thread 
as the proportion of tokens changed that remain 
changed following the discussion

        y(u,t) - the score for editor u
                   in discussion thread t
         ei - the associated edits by editor u
         ci - the tokens of ei changed by other editors
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Example Conversation
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Editor Post (on “Gyro Monorail” page) Score

GordonVigurs The mention, in the introduction, that each unit of a monorail 
train must have a balancing system is no more than a piece of 
speculation based on intuition, rather than fact.

0.311

DavidWBrooks Fair enough - I watered it down slightly ("many cars" instead 
of "all cars"). It's still an obstacle to large-scale adoption.

0.972

PMLawrence It struck me that a set of two perpendicular Brennan-style 
stabilisers (allowing freedom of yaw) could make a 
conventional helicopter inherently stable… Anyway, I was 
wondering if any work had been done applying this article's 
systems to helicopters, and if so can anyone supply suitably 
referenced material about it here?

0.000



Role Identification Model (Yang et al. 2015)

● Assign users in C
teams to K roles

● Maximum weighted
bipartite matching

● Iteratively update
role weights and
user assignments
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Role Identification Model (Yang et al. 2015)

Assumptions
1. All roles are present in every conversation.
2. Each role is played by exactly one editor.
3. Each editor plays exactly zero or one role(s).
4. All behaviors from an editor represent their role.
5. Behaviors from editors with no role are ignored.
6. Editors independent across conversations.
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Probabilistic Role Profiling Model (PRPM)

● Represent roles in
conversations using
graphical model

● Model user behavior
as a mixture of roles

● Relax assumptions
e.g. all roles present
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Experiments

● Regression predicting editor scores based 
on contextual discussion behavior of editors
○ Outcome measure - success score of one editor
○ Features

■ Dialogue Act Features (Jo et al. 2017)
■ Behavior Features

● Position of the editor in discussion
● Style characteristics (Tan et al. 2016)
● Authority claims (Bender et al. 2011)
● Emotion expressed (Tausczik and Pennebaker 2010)
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Results
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Analysis of Roles

Moderator (low editor success, esp. in groups)
“It was requested that this article be renamed but 

there was no consensus for it to be moved.”

Architect (moderate success)
“I think a section of the article should be added 

about this.”

Policy Wonk (moderately low success)
“The article needs more WP:RELIABLE sources.” 25



Analysis of Roles

Wordsmith (high success, 
especially with moderator, architect)

“The name of the article should be “Province of 
Toronto” because that is the topic of the article.”

Expert (moderate success, high in groups)
“There actually was no serious Entnazifizierung in 

East Germany.”
26



Example Role Assignments
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Editor Post (on “Gyro Monorail” page) Score Role

GordonVigurs The mention, in the introduction, that each unit of a monorail 
train must have a balancing system is no more than a piece of 
speculation based on intuition, rather than fact.

0.311 Architect

DavidWBrooks Fair enough - I watered it down slightly ("many cars" instead 
of "all cars"). It's still an obstacle to large-scale adoption.

0.972 Wordsmith

PMLawrence It struck me that a set of two perpendicular Brennan-style 
stabilisers (allowing freedom of yaw) could make a 
conventional helicopter inherently stable… Anyway, I was 
wondering if any work had been done applying this article's 
systems to helicopters, and if so can anyone supply suitably 
referenced material about it here?

0.000 Expert/
Architect



Contributions

● Introduce a dataset of Wikipedia talk page 
conversations paired with associated article edits

● Define a task operationalizing the influence of 
collaborators in shared content creation

● Present a lightly supervised probabilistic graphical 
model of discussion roles and behaviors

● Interpret the learned roles to contribute to 
understanding of collaboration in this context

● Data available at
https://github.com/michaelmilleryoder/wikipedia-talk-scores 28



Future Work

● Supervise roles using alternative success score
○ Editor specific
○ Order independent
○ Edits weighted equally

● Further relax modeling assumptions
○ Editors assumed to be self-independent
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Analysis of Roles
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Additional Details

● Dialogue act features 
(Jo et al. 2017)

● PGM focusing on
content words,
speaker preferences
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Additional Details

● Argumentation features (Tan et al. 2016)
● definite articles, indefinite articles, positive 

words, negative words, 2nd person pronoun, 
links, negative words

●
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Additional Details

● Discourse act annotations
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